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Abstract— The aim of our work is finally to reduce the cycle 

time of the header dummy removal process. Also, it makes 

labor to work easily with since we used semi-automatic gas 

cutting fixture mounted on the shaft of altered bug cutting 

machine. we made the complicated cutting process into 

simplified one it also gives better shape after cutting without 

any damages of an adjacent part of the header automation of 

header hydro dummy cutting process does not need any 

skilled labor, so it is operated friendly.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this manufacturing of boiler, we need an essential 

component called header. The headers are used for closed 

loop heating to simplify the piping's near the boiler. It is also 

called as boiler manifold. It is mandatory to go with the hydro 

test on a header to check the quality that is leak proof. To do 

the hydro testing we need to close the ends of the header by 

welded dummies then Stress relieving and non-destructive 

test conduct on the header.  After the entire above test 

conducted, we need to remove the dummies without affecting 

the parent material. This job plays a challenging role in the 

industries  

Because while removing the dummies with manual 

gas cutting. It leads to fatigue and produces waste also 

internal surfaces gets damage. The cycle time of manual gas 

cutting and gouging is 8.5hour.To overcome these difficulties 

we made the semi-automatic gas cutting fixture. Mounted on 

the altered bug cutting machine. It ultimately reduces the 

cycle time up to 3.5 hours. Which is phenomenal and the 

scraps waste are completely eliminated due to smooth action. 

The machine is semi-automatic. Hence, we don't want any 

skilled or powered labor as in the prior case of the manual 

process.                            

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

In the fabrication of headers, ‘A' category problems are 16 

nos. Out of which, each member has selected one problem 

relating to their area of work. So initially four problems were 

first taken to solve by the group.  

They are Delay & damages occurred during Hydro 

dummy gas cutting. Difficulties at job rotation during 

drilling. The winding of welding cables.  Heavy dependence 

on a crane for each process. 

           Out of 4 problems, which we need to solve, is arrived 

at the prioritization table. So, these 4 problems were priorities 

under rework, cost, time, wastage and safety.  

III. PROBLEM BACKGROUND 

It is mandatory that all headers must undergo the hydro test 

in header fabrication for 100% leak proof at header stub 

welds. For facilitating hydro testing it is required to close the 

open site joints with temporary welds using dummies. Once 

these dummies are welded with pipe ends, it will be sending 

for heat treatment for Stress Relieving (SR). After SR, NDT 

will be conducted to ensure the soundness of the weld and 

then it is subjected to a hydrostatic test. After hydro testing, 

then dummy need to be removed from header pipe to dispatch 

the header. In order to remove dummy from header pipe, the 

present method is to go for the manual gas cutting.  

IV. EXISTING HEADER FABRICATION PROCESS 

 
The present method of manual gas cutting has led to the 

following drawbacks. Manual gas cutting takes more time, 

Positioning & maintaining the nozzle tip of the cutting torch 

is difficult. Sometimes due to the misalignment of the nozzle, 
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taper cutting is possible which will lead to damage to pipe 

internal surface. During manual cutting, backfire are 

happening which will injure the operator. The heat and red-

hot slag expelled during this metal cutting method are hazards 

to both plant and worker. We are not able to remove the hydro 

dummy accurately without damaging the parent material so 

that 20 to 30 mm metal stack is retained in the job itself 

V. PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM   

The below-mentioned process flow diagram clearly explains 

that the activities involved in the hydro testing of headers.  

Here we analyzed the various causes for the time delay by 

cause inventory method and the causes of the process flow 

diagram of the header manufacturing are mentioned below: 

1) In higher thickness dummy, the torch flame is difficult to 

penetrate manually. 

2) Difficult to maintain same cutting pressure & cutting 

zone throughout the process. 

3) Uneven cutting of dummy which leads to further process 

like gouging & grinding. 

4) A slight variation in the degree of the nozzle may lead to 

taper cutting of the job. 

5) Stress developed due to uneven heating. 

6) Highly skill & the experienced person is required to 

reduce the risk of backfiring. 

7) Usually the gas cutter surface back pain due to the 

uncomfortable working position. 

8) Crane requirement is unavoidable. Full cutting is not 

possible in the same job position. 

VI. MODIFIED HEADER FABRICATION PROCESS  

As we discussed above we need to remove the dummy of the 

header which is used for the temporary hydro testing. The 

oxyacetylene gas cutting torch is mounted on the altered bug 

cutting machine so as to rotate the torch about 360 which is 

connected to the drive shaft of the bug cutting machine 

The oxyacetylene gas cutting torch can slide up to 

300mm on the sliding bar so it is used to cut the dummy up 

to 300mm radius. Hence by the switch on the bug cutting 

machine, the drive shaft starts rotating and also adjusts the 

diameter of the torch for the required cutting size and an 

automatic flame is also getting on and makes the required cut 

360 degrees, so it is easy to remove the dummy. To adjust the 

height and to move the fixture to required distance, screw jack 

and rollers are provided. Also, it is pleased to adjust the x-y 

direction of the torch using knob.  
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VII. COMPARISON OF MANUAL & SEMI-AUTOMATIC CYCLE 

TIME  

The list of activities for dummy removal from header pipe 

with their time in the previous method was tabulated below: 

W.O 

Dumm

y Gas 

cutting 

Gas cut area 

gouging/grindi

ng 

Machini

ng 

Other

s 

Specime

n-1 
3 8 2 1 

Specime

n-2 
2 7 1 0.5 

Specime

n-3 
2 6 1 0.5 

Specime

n-4 
2 4 1 0.25 

After implementation, the revised time data for 

hydro dummy removal as shown below 

W.O 

Dumm

y Gas 

cutting 

Gas cut area 

gouging/grindi

ng 

Machini

ng 

Other

s 

Specime

n-1 
1 4 1.5 0.5 

Specime

n-2 
0.5 3 1 0.25 

Specime

n-3 
0.5 3 0.75 0.25 

Specime

n-4 
0.5 2 0.5 0.25 

VIII. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The Average cycle time for dummy gas cutting and gouging 

is 8.5 hrs. In the manual method and the Cycle time for 

dummy gas cutting using fixture is 3.5 hrs. In the semi-

automatic method. The Time savings occurred gradually in 

the modified systems. Also, the Damages in the pipe internal 

surface is totally eliminated in the modified systems. 

IX. NEW FIXTURE 

The below-provided image is automated hydro header 

dummy gas cutting new fixture. In those diagrams clearly 

represents the construction details of it. 

As we discussed above we need to remove the 

dummy of the header which is used for the temporary hydro 

testing. The oxyacetylene gas cutting torch is mounted on the 

altered bug cutting machine so as to rotate the torch about 

3600 which is connected to the drive shaft of the bug cutting 

machine 

The oxyacetylene gas cutting torch can slide up to 

300mm on the sliding bar so it is used to cut the dummy up 

to 300mm radius. Hence by a switch on the bug cutting 

machine the drive shaft starts rotating and also adjusts the 

diameter of the torch for the required cutting size and the 

automatic flame is also getting on and makes the required cut 

360degrees, so it is easy to remove the dummy. 

             To adjust the height and to move the fixture to 

required distance, screw jack and rollers are provided. Also, 

it is pleased to adjust the x-y direction of the torch using knob. 
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X. CONCLUSION 

 We are coming to the conclusion that with the help of 

automation of the header hydro dummy gas cutting .it is easy 

to remove the dummy .it is pleasure to say that we are almost 

achieved the objective of our experimental analysis on 

automation of header hydro dummy gas cutting machine is 

Reducing cycle time and this will definitely help the 

industries to improve their defects and drawback is cutting 

such dummies. Also, it used to eliminate the two processes is 

called gouging and grinding .so, the cycle time is reduced by 

the 55 %.We are sure that will be a workout to reduce the 

drawback of cutting the dummies with greater efficiency.  
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